We supply the full range of
Coburn products – details of
different product groups can be
found below

THE COMPANY, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Successfully Sliding for 100 Years

Hillaldam Coburn has a heritage in manufacturing and development

COMPANY HISTORY

dating back to 1911. From modest beginnings in South London,
manufacturing trolley wheels, the company has grown to become a
major supplier of sliding systems to the construction and building
industries worldwide.
From the very first order in August 1911 to the present day, the basic
design principle of the Coburn System remains constant. Technology,
material and styling have all developed and improved, but the Coburn
hallmark still promises the ultimate in quality, reliability and service.

As architectural systems’ specialists we have evolved a passion for

OUR APPROACH

manufacturing products that combine form and function.
We understand both the aesthetic aspirations and functional
requirements of an application and from the outset work closely with
customers to realise the full potential of their building projects.
Knowledge sharing and flexibility in our manufacturing base are key to
the fulfilment of this process.
A proactive and consultative approach to service means we will always
provide transparent and innovative technical advice to support our
products.
Enduring customer relationships are sustained through our
understanding of construction processes and a dedication to
outperforming your expectations.

Whether you are seeking to fulfil

THE COBURN RANGE

a vision, demonstrate an eye for
detail or to change the mood of

Hillaldam Coburn offers a

an entrance to a working or

vast range of sliding and

living space - our ranges of

folding systems. Typical

sliding door gear systems will

Applications include:-

give your design more creative
possibilities.

•

Cupboards and
Wardrobes

•

Room Dividers

•

Pocket Door systems

•

Sliding Shelving

•

Barn Door gear

•

Warehousing

•

Aircraft Hangers

The Coburn range of sliding and

•

Showroom Partitions

folding systems offers solutions

•

Reception Hatches

for many applications. From

•

Patio Doors

kitchen cupboards to aircraft

TRADITION OF INNOVATION

hangers.

Sliding door systems in wood
and steel offer maximum
flexibility with both sliding and
folding options. A broad range of
configurations ensures a
considered finish to interior or
exterior applications.

Fabric Partitions are the most
affordable way to maximise space
incorporating sound reduction into
the partition up to RwdB>35.
Variuos layout options and colours

ALSO IN OUR RANGE

available.
The Hillaldam Coburn range of

•

Acoustic Fabric

moveable walls is available with vary

Partitions

degrees of sound attenuation to

•

Moveable Walls

assist noise control. Available in

•

Rediframe Metal Door

several material finishes and glass,

Frames

they are perfect for conference and

Dictator Door

training rooms and designed with

Products

flexibility in mind.

•

Rediframe– prefinished steel door frame for rapid fit to suit timber or
metal stud work. Available in a range of colours and sizes. 30 minuteFire resistant to BS476 Part 22 .

Dictator Door Products – As the UK Distributor for Dictator we offer a
wide range of soft close and damping solutions including Door Check
Devices, Hawgood Hinges and Gas Springs.

We understand the importance of accuracy and timing in building

SERVICE PROMISE

design and construction. The Hillaldam Coburn brand is your
assurance of our total dedication in fulfilling your project needs - from
beginning to end.
EXPERT HELP
Trained advisors will help you decide which products best fit your
design requirements. Comprehensive technical documentation and CAD
drawings are available to save you time in planning and
specification. We are listed on the NBS Plus product library and RIBA

TRACK RECORD OF EXCELLENCE

product selector directory giving you quick access to our product range.

RIBA APPROVED
CPD SEMINAR

PERFORMING PRODUCTS
Hillaldam Coburn products are precision-engineered for ease of fitting
and performance reliability through many years in use.
FAST RESPONSE
Complimentary quotation / scheduling service. We aim to return all
Quotations within 24 hours.
TIMELY DELIVERY
Same day despatch option for orders, with most items available from
stock.
PRODUCT CHOICE
We invest more in development to ensure there is always a solution. A
full range of product literature to download on line or we will send out
to you if preferred.
1.

Moveable Wall Systems.

2.

The Specification of Sliding Door Gear.

Our clients are drawn from a wide range of sectors including:

CUSTOMER BASE
Commercial
Retail
Leisure
Education
Social Housing
Private Residential
Health Care
We routinely work closely with the Architect/Specifier to ensure the best
possible solution/specification for any given situation.
Hillaldam Coburn has a history of commitment to quality and technical

QUALITY ADVICE

development. Constant testing ensures that quality is maintained and a
programme of product improvement is regularly reviewed and updated.
Our products are tested to the latest BS EN Standards and the
company was one of the first in the industry to have operating
procedures approved under BS EN ISO 9001.
The company is an active member of the Association of Builders
Hardware Manufacturers and the Guild of Architectural Ironmongers.

A family owned business until 1986, Hillaldam Coburn is now part of JBS Industries.
JBS Industries is a privately-owned group with a strong cross-industry portfolio that
includes sister companies Consort Limited, Nico Manufacturing and Solair Limited,
established suppliers in their respective marketplaces. Through a separate trading
division, TRIM Acoustics, we also supply acoustics products for home and commercial
applications.

